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at the hour mentioned. The pupils were contracted, but not
completely so; he was a. little exhausted, and did not speak
with his usual firmness of voice;

I quickly procured the assistance of my friend, Mr. Robarts,
of Great Coram-street, and’ in our presence, at eight o’clock,
he spontaneously vomited a. quantity of fluidfrom the.stomach,
which contained the greater part of the laudanum, the smell
of which was unmistakable, and. the bitterness as great as
when it was swallowed the night before. The name of the

druggist who scid the laudanum Was ascertained, the stoppered
vial which had contained by measurement twelve fluid drachms
was sent to him, and we learnt, on clear evidence, the lauda-
om was- a pure and genuine article, and-had’been purchased
at the time: stated by our patient.. We then gave him a break-
fast-cupful of strong coffee, which was rejected in about a
quarter of an hour, with much mucus. The coffee was re-
peated in twenty minutes, but’ only a portion- of it was taken,
and he remained quiet. His pupils< were now mere dilated
than they were, and no constitutional disturbance was manifest.
He was,perhaps, in,.the slightest degree drowsy. We left him
at nine o’clock, in-charge of a careful nurse:&mdash;Ten A.M.: I’saw
him again; he had been -perf6etly,-qniet; his pulse was 60, full,
regular, and strong; pupils slightly contracted; drowsiness a
little more marked; his ideas not easily collected; skin some-
what hot. He had taken nothing since previous visit. His
ltwere all along of a-healthy pink colour, and the tongue
was clean. As he felt, squeamish,-- I prescribed an emetic of
twenty grains of sulphate of zinc to be taken at=once.-Four
P.M. : As before, quiet and calm ; skin clammy, but warm;
pulse 60, full and regular. Still nauseated, but had’ not
mmited, even after the emetic. -Half-past eight P.M.: Saw him
with my friend, Dr. Lagan. Skinnier and warm;pulse as before;
rational and calm; pupils- a- little . contracted. He had some
liausea after wakening from adoze, in which he-snored loudly;
and vomited freely, which was encouraged by draughts of warm
water. The egesta were a mixture of coffee and water, and smelt
Vua He had dozed occasionally during the last four hours,,
but had not actually slept. He felt very languid and weak.
July 17th.-Ten A.M.: Perfectly recovered in.every respect,

but disposed to vagaries; had slept well the greater part of &pound;
the night. Pulse 58, not so full, softer, and more natural;
pupils natural-Eight P.M.: Feels giddy on attempting-to get
up. From this period he had no. more - uneasiness, and got
quite convalescent.
For nine: hour8!tne twelveadraohms of-- laudanum remained

inactive in the stomach, without any symptoms of poisoning;
vomiting then ensued, whicli-vaaa’followed by-perfect:recarery;.
The case is, solely. remarkable from the fact of no ,symptoms of

sor setting, in, which I should have ultimately looked for asin Dr. Christison’s case, had: not, vomiting occurred. Watch.

ing was still, however, necessary. In the oourae of; my. expe-
rience, an iastance occurred under my care) ia which three
dtattima of,the tincture pMorMb fatal, although remedies were
actively employed in a sailor, the subject of eahausting suppu
ration of the knee-joint. In the-present instance any patient.
was a healty and very temperate man, of remarkable age, aud-
not in the habit of using:opium at all. This case is only equalled
by the one of"the student deacribed by Dr. Taylor,* who swal.
loved four ou=.3 of laudauum at nine o’clock in the evening,
went to bed,, and slept till, six, the. next morning, when he
vomitted freely, and recovered.

Guildford-street, Bussell-square; July, 1857.

THE ELECTRIC CAUTERY AND ITS APPLI-
CATION TO DENTAL SURGERY.

BY THOS. H. HARDING, ESQ.
(Continued from p. 55.)

Off the Operation in general.- The aff&eacute;cted tooth being care-
fully examined, its cavity is to., be well-dried out and cleaned,-;
a soft napkin is them introduced; to protect the mouth, from
the possibility of’ contact with the instrument, the platinum-
,Isat. of Which is, passed’ into the cavity of’ the tooth, is
then heated, and,, from its brilliancy, gives a clear and distinct.
light, and the tooth-pulp is lightly touched, with; that heated
with and the whole or particular portion of it required is de-
stroyed. If, the operatbr- prefer- it; he may have" the. wire

* Taylor on Poisons, 1848, p. 597.

heated before introduction into the mouth, but my own prac-
tice is generally to apply the wire before doing this and’ thenpermitting of incandescence to take place in the mouth, which
gives a light whioh ia not seen by the. patient, and so well ihu-minates the interior of the tooth, as to permit the tooth-pulp
or diseased membrane to be seen very distinctly and clearly. 

There is some caution to be observed in the use of this agents,
which it will be as well to mention, and thatia, to avoid burn-
ing or otherwise injuring the solid part of the tooth; parti-
cular attention and care should be paid to this.point. This will
not happen unless the application is prolonged,. which will very
rarely. indeed be required, if special care be o&served toBave
the wire at a white heat. This is .the more nacessary, to pro-
duee speedy destruction of- the part, to be touched, which is
effected .almost instantly. In one istance under my care, that
of a: lady f6r whom I nipped off the crown of an incisor tooth
for the purpose- of , fixing some artificial teeth, and so exposed
the: pulp of that tooth, I applied the electric cautery at barelya.red heat owing to feebleness of the acid ; the consequence of
this was, that the dental pulp became attached to the end of
the wire, and was actually drawn; omt entirely. This has been
preserved. It gave some sligbt - pain for the moment, tlat
nothing in comparison to the pointed. steel or silver wire used
by most dentists. This perhaps unimportant accident, I think
would not have occurred, had the cautery been at a white heat
xs it would then have completely-. carbonized, or destroyed the
part with which it came into contact.
The effect of the operation is..the rapid destruction of the

pulps of the decayed and condemned tooth:; not the whole of
the pulp for that is not always, necessary, but that portion of
it especially which is exposed. If this is: done with a lights
steady hand, no subsequent inflammation is produced upon the
substance of the tooth, or in the cavity. If there should be any
marked sensitiveness in the tooth, independent of the pulp,
the slightest application of the cautery to it .will prove effectual
in completely removing it. In the large number of case in in
which I have employed the electric cautery I have never ItnoMt
any bad effects produced on the tooth, . and this I attribute to
the care with which it has been applied. I am, however, quite
prepared to believe that a want. of attention in this respect
would not only prove injurious to the tooth; but even in many
instances cause its.. destruction. It would be only under such
circumstances that the operation could be attended with or fol-
lowed’by severe pain.-

: In whatever condition the tooth pulp may bei the operation
 is associated with a little pain. Bat as-the time of its applica-
tion is notunfrequently just a, second or so, in the large major-
rityof instances in which I have employed it, there has been
no pain whatever felt. There may be aaort of a twinge, which
is; but momentary; and whatever pain may arise is.not to be
compared to that arising from the process of extracting a toooth
which, as is well known, M by no means free from a very con-
siderable amoumt of pain. Some of my patients have felt so
little when it has been applied; that they have asked  me to
apply it a second time to make all certain that the dental pulp
 has been effectually destroyed.
. The subsequent filling of the tooth is a matter which demands
;’attention after, the pulp is destroyed? If the cavity is exa-
mined very minutely, a small black speck or spot can be seen
after the cautery has been used; this is due to the carbonization
of the pulp, and is a. guide to some extent in the after process
of removalof the carious portion of the tooth, which should
 alwlays be done after the sensibility has destroyed by the
electric cautery, and Mtto be accomplished with care in the
usual manner, taking the precaution to leave none of the tooth
in that condition remaining. ;. everey particle of, it should be re-
moved. For a few days afterwards, sometimes only one but
generally two, the cavity: is; allowed to - remaitr., filled, with a
combination of morphine and mastich, and then the tooth is
stopped. Sometimes, again, I request my patient to allow a
few days to elapse before I stop their teeth, the cavities being
in the meantime filled with a solutiona of mastich and compher.
.But I occasionally accomplish what- I., believe no other dentist
has done, and that is to plug, or stop, the cavity in the same
’sitting during which the pulp has been destroyed. This how-
;ever,,depends: upon the complete absence of pain after the use
tof the cautery;- I. have already stated that there is always a
’little pain, but sometimes this ait once disappears; and I then
;do not hesitate to stop the teeth, permanently. I also do this

if there has been a little bleeding from the cavity previous tocauterization, stopping: the tooth immediately; It might be
supposed this procedure of stopping the teeth immediately after
tjbe dBsiructioniof the pup would be always followed by drill,aching pain; baH am happy to say that not the s
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Cation of pain has, in the great majority of instances, ensued
in rather an extensive use of this powerful agent.
As a rule, however, the tooth should not be stopped on th<

same day as the electric cautery has been employed, unless ir
the exceptional instances just mentioned-the removal of thE
carious portion not being followed by sensibility. ExperiencE
and practice teach us to know the proper cases which can b(
plugged immediately.
By waiting a day or two, I have found by experience also,

that any sensibility remaining after the destruction of thE
dental pulp, and removal of the carious parts of the affected
tooth, is sure to disappear, assisted by the solution of morphine
and mastich, or mastich and camphor, which occupies thE

cavity. By this time the cavity will bear the pressure of an
instrument within it, and an examination will show that the
destroyed pulp has receded considerably inwards; this is appa
rent by noticing the black discoloration from the previous car
bonization of the affected part, and as it is deeply situated, it
is either out of the way of being pressed upon by the stopping
of the tooth, or becomes a matter of the smallest possible im-
portance, so far as my experience permits me to judge in this
respect. I must, however, warn others not to mistake the
black speck here referred to for actual caries.
Under the various circumstances which have been men-

tioned, the results of the operation are completely successful,
and the teeth are serviceable for years. If, however, a tooth
should remain tender after the use of the cautery, it is always
better to wait for its complete disappearance before proceeding
to stopping. I cannot call to mind any single instance in which
the pain was at all persistent after its use, but it will be sure
to become so, if the tooth is one not fairly suitable for preserva-
tion, from being either loose or diseased at the termination of
a fang, such as a small fungous growth, or some similar cause.
In such cases, as I will shortly show, the destruction of the
tooth-pulp, accomplished no matter by what method, will

prove unavailing and unsatisfactory, ultimate extraction in
such instances proving the only resource. Should there be
associated inflammation of the gums with a carious tooth, in
which/the pulp has been destroyed in the manner which has
been recommended, then the usual means for combating it
must be resorted to, such as a leech or two to the gum, and
repeated fomentations with warm water alone, as I am in the
habit of recommending, or with warm milk-and-water, or a
poultice. For the pain in the tooth itself, morphine and mastich
will be found quite sufficient.
Some patients express the receipt of immediate relief after

the use of the cautery, others, again, not for an hour or two, but
eventually they are quite relieved; the pain, however, is, I
repeat, extremely slight. 

’

In the large number of instances in which I have used the
electric cautery to destroy the sensitive’tooth:pulp, I have not
known an accident, in the true sense of the word, to happen,
unless I should except the case in which the dental pulp was
suddenly drawn out attached to the platinum wire, which I
have preserved for illustration, and depending upon, as has
been said, the wire being at a red instead of a white heat.
Such a circumstance might occur again in the hands of others.
To avoid injury or accidents to the teeth or gums, it is nieces-
sary to keep the hand quiet, firm, and steady; the heated
wires, if suddenly dislodged, would assuredly burn the cheek
or gums, the tongue or palate, especially if steadiness was not
particularly observed on the part of the patient. It was,
I may say, only the other day, that au accident of this kind
happened to a lady, in whose tooth I was applying the cautery;
she suddenly turned her head, from some cause, when the
heated wire touched the internal surface of the* cheek. It may
be observed, however, that so rapidly can the disconnexion of
the wires be accomplished by removal of the finger from the
handle of the instrument which is held in the hand, that an
accident can really very seldom occur from the heated wire.
Having thus considered the history of the use of the electric

cautery in general surgery, its application to dentistry, the
nature of the apparatus employed, and the general features of
the operation, together with its effects and results, I shall in
the next place make a few observations upon the cases which
are suitable, and upon those which are unfitted for its use; and
will then draw a comparison between the use of the cautery
and other methods of destroying the pulp.

(To be concluded.)

APPOINTMENT--The Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland has
appointed J. S. Hughes, Esq., F.R. C.S.I., to the office of sur-
geon to his Excellency’s household, vacant by the promotion of
Dr. Hatchell to the Inspector-Generalship of Lunatic Asylums.

A Mirror

OF THE PRACTICE OF

MEDICINE AND SURGERY
IN THE

HOSPITALS OF LONDON.

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.

EXCISION OF THE KNEE-JOINT IN A MAN AGED THIRTY-FOUR,
WHO HAD HAD A STIFF KNEE SINCE THE AGE OF SIXTEEN,
FOLLOWED LATELY BY DESTRUCTION OF THE CARTILAGES
AND DISEASE OF THE BONES; PATELLA PARTLY RETAINED;
THE PATIENT WALKING SIX WEEKS AFTER THE OPERATION.

(Under the care of Mr. FERGUSSON.)

Nulla est alia pro certo nosceudi via, nisi quam plurimas et morborum et
dissectionum historias, tam aliorum proprias, collectas habere et inter se com-parare.-MORGAGNI. De Sed. et Caus. Morb. lib. 14. Prooemium.

AT the present moment the student has the opportunity o
seeing thirty cases or more in the London hospitals, in which
excision of the knee-, the hip-, or the elbow-joint, has been prac-
tised. Of these, King’s College Hospital alone contains five
excisions of the knee, two of the hip, and two of the elbow,
which have been performed since the 1st of May last. At
the same time it may be truly said that, with scarcely a single
exception, all are doing well in the strictest sense of the word.
We contemplated giving these resections in the form of a series,
such as were presented to our readers about this period of last
year in our "lTirror," (see THE LANCET, vol. ii. 1856, pp. 251,
279, 304, 380, 406, and 430;) but their number entirely pre-
cludes our doing so. Our object has, however, been attained,
in drawing the attention of the profession to the subject
in the pages of this journal, and the result has been that,
with the knee especially, it is a rare circumstance now
to see amputation performed when there is the slightest
chance of saving the limb by excision. We shall continue,
however, to give short records of the cases as they occur,
several of which appear to-day;’ also placing upon record
from time to time instances which will, serve as good illus-
trations of the operation and its effects generally. On this
occasion we present one of excision of the knee in a man aged
thirty-four, which was followed by such a rapid cure that he
was enabled to go about the ward on crutches in the short
space of six weeks. He walked into the theatre of the hospital
on the 13th June, and we again saw him in the same place on
the 18th instant. This case is remarkable for the great im-
provement which took place in the patient’s health almost
immediately after the operation, and also for the short time
during which he was confined to bed, scarcely six weeks.
Another peculiarity was, that there was no change of splint or
pads throughout the treatment-a point of some importance.
The suppuration was of trifling amount, the result no doubt of
the careful adaptation of the cut surfaces of the bones. 
We are indebted for the notes of the case to Mr. Christopher

Heath, house-surgeon to the hospital.
Edward O----, aged thirty-four, admitted into London ward

February 7th, 1857, with disease of the knee-joint. He is a
native of London, a French-polisher by trade, and has lived
freely. When sixteen years of age he fell and struck the knee,
which swelled considerably, but subsided under the use of
leeches and blisters. The joint, however, remained weak, and
he walked with a stiff knee. Six- months ago it became very
painful, so that he could not put his foot to the ground. The

joint:has since been leeched and blistered again, but without
any good results. On admission, the knee was slightly en-
larged, there being some effusion into. the joint. There was’

great pain in the joint when pressure was made on the patella,’
or the tibia pressed against the end of the femur. He was
unable to sleep from the violent startings of the limb at night,.
arid is in consequence much reduced in health, and of a pale,
weakly appearance.

Feb. 10th.&mdash;Blisters were applied to the knee without relief.
15th.-The limb was placed on a splint, and suspended in

Salter’s swing, which, together with fomentations, relieved the
startings. 

-


